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I. Introduction 
Since resolution has been invented, many have tried to refine or specialize the calcu- 
lus for certain algebraic theories. This ranges from paramodulation and superposition, 
where the axioms of equality are built-in, to equational theorem proving modulo AC 
These theories have in common that their axioms generate large search spaces when 
used directly. We develop a superposition calculus for first-order theories containing 
integer modules or, equivalently, abelian groups as a subtheory. There the inverse lam 
is problematic, since it allows one to move the terms of a sum from one side of an 
equation to the other in an uncontrolled way. We represent the built-in theory by a 
ground convergent term rewriting system. Ground equations are reduced with respect to 
this system and simplified such that the maximal monomial is on the left-hand side and 
all other terms are on the right-hand side. This allows one to derive a mapping from 
simplified equations to symmetrized sets of rules, where critical peaks and cliffs with 
the theory converge. In contrast to previous approaches [5], these symmetrizations are 
not actually computed, but are used conceptually for the completeness proof. Another 
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novelty of our calculus is that integer coefficients represent multiple occurrences of the 
same term in the sum. We are not interested in proving theorems about integers; for our 
purposes it suffices that integers are handled by a certain constraint solver. Syntactically 
this means that we do not allow for equations between integers, Apart from that we 
impose no restrictions on the problem; our calculus is refutationally complete for any set 
of first-order clauses. In particular, we allow arbitrary uninterpreted function symbols. 
These are the symbols which do not occur in the built-in axioms. 2 
Suppose some problem is given as a set MUN of theory clauses M representing the 
theory of integer modules and of query clauses N. A less specialized prover than ours 
would represent at least some part M’ of M explicitly in its clause set, and explicitly 
compute inferences with them. Our prover operates on N only, and incorporates the 
theory by special inferences. Now consider superposition inferences which the more 
general prover would perform. We distinguish three cases, based on the classification 
of premises as theory clauses and query clauses, respectively. 
Both premises are theory clauses. Since we use a convergent term rewriting system 
to represent the built-in theory, we need not perform these inferences at all. 
One premise is a theory clause and one is a query clause. We carefully control 
these inferences. On the ground level, we use M to reduce an equation until it is in 
a certain M-normal form. That is, we reduce the maximal terms of both sides, and in 
addition we may also reduce the equation as such, so that the maximal term is isolated 
on the left-hand side and the other terms are on the right-hand side. In general we 
do not obtain a fully reduced equation, since we reduce only maximal terms. When 
lifted to the non-ground level, this leads to more fine-grained ordering restrictions on 
the term-level, which not only select a literal or a side of an equation, but reach inside 
a sum and select maximal terms of the sum for superposition. 
Both premises are query clauses. On the one hand we may restrict superposition 
inferences to premises in M-normal form. On the other hand, we additionally need to 
superpose with extensions from the symmetrization into unextended clauses. Superpo- 
sitions between two extensions are not needed. By contrast, pure AC and commutative 
rings require such inferences. 
Let us demonstrate the method by a simple example. 
~(5 . f(a + 0) + a = f(a) + 3 e a), (1) 
2 * f(x) = x, (2) 
where f(a) + a > b + c in the reduction ordering. The clause (1) needs to be 
simplified. We first reduce a + 0 to a and then we isolate all occurrences of f(a) on 
the left-hand side, yielding 
34 b f(a) = (- 1) + a + 3 A a). (3) 
2 For the special case of unconditional ground equations with a finite set of constants as the uninterpreted 
function symbols, our inference system specializes to the corresponding Gaussian elimination algorithm. The 
constants represent the unknowns of the polynomials. 
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Superposition with the extension 4 . f(x) z 2 .x of (2) into (3) yields 
~(2. a M (-l).a+3.a) (4) 
which is simplified to ~(0 x 0) and, in turn, to the empty clause. 
A particularly problematic case is that of variables in top positions, that is. not 
below an uninterpreted function symbol. In this case the axioms give rise to variable 
overlaps. We develop techniques to avoid these explosive cases where possible. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader is familiar with term rewriting [l 11, and first-order logic [ 131. 
For constraints we refer the reader to [ 171. 
2.1. Logic 
The set of function symbols is denoted by F. For J‘ E F we denote the arity of ,j’ 
by a(f). We use M for the equality predicate symbol and = for equality on the meta 
level. Equations are multisets of two terms. In this way symmetry is built into the 
notation. To prepare for the definition of the termination ordering, we represent literals 
as two-fold multisets of terms, either {{s}, {t}} for the positive literal s = t or {{s, t} } 
for the negative literal s$ t. To treat positive and negative literals simultaneously 
we use the notation [l](s M t). Clauses are multisets {Li,. . ,L,} of literals, written 
LI V V L,, for n3 1, or I, for n = 0 (the empty clause). We have the following 
sets of clauses as axioms: The refkxivity axiom Refl = {x M x}, the symmetry asiom 
Symm = {x$yV y E x}, the transitivity axiom Trans = {x $ y V y $ z V x zz z}, and 
the congruence axioms Cong = {XI $ yl V . . V x, $ y, V f’(xl, . . ,x,) = f(y~, . , ,I;,) 1 
f’ E F, n = z(f)}. We call an interpretation an equality inferpretation if it satisfies 
the equality axioms Eq = Refl U Symm U Trans U Cong. For sets of clauses N and N’ 
we write N k N’ if the clauses in N’ hold in all equality models of N. We also 
have the associativity axiom A = {(x + y) +z zz x + (y + z)} and the commutativit~ 
axiom C = {x + y M y + x} for one distinguished binary function symbol +. We let 
AC = A U C and say that s and t are AC-equivalent, written s =~c t, if AC b s z t. 
2.2. Binary relations 
Let R and 5’ be binary relations. We write R . S for the composition of R and S 
and R” for the reflexive-transitive closure of R. We denote the symmetric closure of a 
binary relation + by ++. 
2.3. Termination orderings 
A strict partial ordering >- on terms is called monotonic if s + t implies U[S] + u[t] 
for all contexts u, and stable under substitutions if s > t implies so + to for all 
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substitutions 0‘. We say that + has the subterm property if u[t] + t for all nonempty 
contexts u. A term ordering + is well-founded if every non-empty set of terms has a 
minimal element with respect to >. A reduction ordering is a strict partial ordering 
that is well-founded, monotonic and stable under substitutions. If, in addition, it has 
the subterm property, it is called a simplijication ordering. An ordering is called AC- 
compatible if s =Ac s’ + t’ =AC t implies s > t for all terms s, t, s’ and t’. An 
ordering is called total up to AC on ground terms if s t t, t k s or s =AC t for any 
two ground terms s and t. 
2.4. Term rewriting module AC 
For term rewriting we assume the existence of a simplification ordering +. Then 
rewrite rules I + r are equations I M r such that I + r. Let R be a set of rewrite 
rules. Then t[Z’] rewrites to t[ro] with AC-matching, written t[l’] +Ac\R t[ro], if there 
exists a rule I + r in R and a substitution 0 such that 1’ =AC lo. We write s JAc\R t 
if a rewrite proofs $AC\R . &AC ’ z,ciR t exists. The system R is Church-Rosser 
module AC ifs AA~“R t implies s j,Ac\R t, and terminating module AC if there exists 
an AC-compatible reduction ordering that contains R. If R is both Church-Rosser and 
terminating modulo AC then it is called convergent module AC. Given termination, it 
suffices to test s JAC\R t for all peaks S +-a -)AC\R t and Cliffs s ++AC . -+AC\R t, in 
order to obtain convergence of R modulo AC [ 1.51. Convergence of cliffs is ensured 
by adding AC-extensions: For a rule I --f r in R with I = s + t its AC-extension is 
x + 1 + x + r, where x is a new variable [22]. 
3. Integer modules 
We represent multiple occurrences of the same term t in a sum by multiplying it 
with an integer coefficient. To separate these coefficients from ordinary terms we use 
two sorts, a sort Coef for coefficients and a sort Term for terms. We partition the set 
of function symbols F into the set FI of interpreted function symbols which occur 
in the axioms of integer modules, and a set FU of uninterpreted function symbols. 
Specifically, FI contains the following function symbols: 
0: &Term 
+ : Term x Term -+ Term 
- : Term -+ Term 
i: - Coef for all i E Z 
+, . : Coef x Coef - Coef 
- : Coef --+ Coef 
. : Coef x Term -+ Term 
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FU contains all function symbols not in FI: 
,fi : TermacfJ) - Term. 
For the overloaded symbols in Fl it will always be clear from the context which one 
is meant. For multiplication within Coef we will omit the dot. For instance an abelian 
group term a + a + a + f(( - 1) . b + (- 1) b) would be represented by the integer 
module term 3 . a + f((-2) . b). 
To achieve a clear separation of computations over Z, which are handled by the 
constraints, from the term rewriting and theorem proving techniques for terms, we 
impose the following restrictions: 
l Equations between Coef-terms are not allowed. That is, neither theory clauses nor 
query clauses may contain such an equation. Consequently, there are no rewrite rules 
between Coef-terms, neither among the rules representing the theory nor among the 
rules generated from query clauses during the model construction. 
l On the ground level only constants will occur as Coef-terms. 
l On the non-ground level, rules and literals may contain both constants and variables. 
but no nested terms of sort Coef. 
l Constraints may contain arbitrary Coef-terms. 
We formalize the theory of integer modules by a constrained term rewriting system M 
consisting of rules 1 + r [r]. On the ground level such a rule denotes all ground 
instances la + RT such that u satisfies r. On the non-ground level the constraint will 
be added to conclusions of inferences which use the rule. We will use MU AC as the 
axiomatization of integer modules, and write N +M N’ for N U M U AC k N’. We say 
two sets of clauses N and N’ are M-equivalent if N k~ N’ and N’ +M N. A set of 
clauses N is called M-inconsistent if N k~ I_. 
M contains the following rules: 
-xi -1 .x (5) 
.u+o--tx (6) 
v . 0 --) 0 (7) 
0 x --) 0 (8) 
1 .x+x (9) 
v.(x+y)+v.x+v.y (10) 
v~~(ll*~x)~l?~x [v = ~I~21 (11) 
x+x+2.x (12) 
y+x+x--ty+2.x (12’) 
X+U~~n--,u~x [V==Vl-tl] (13) 
y+x+vl~x+y+v~x [u=u,+l] (13’) 
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v1~x+u2~x+v~x [v=v1+v2] (14) 
Y+ul~x+v2~x+y+v~x [v=u,+v2] (147 
Note that M already contains AC-extensions. The AC-extension of (6) can be omit- 
ted since it is subsumed by (6). Rule (5) allows to completely eliminate subtraction. 
Henceforth we assume that terms do not contain (-). 
From now on we will use the following notational conventions: 4 and $ denote 
terms with an uninterpreted function symbol at the root, p, q, r, s, t and u are used for 
arbitrary terms, X, y and z denote variables of sort Term, and v is used for variables 
of sort Coef. To avoid several equivalent versions, our meta-level notation will be 
modulo ACU for f. That is, when we write p = c. c$ + p’ then c. 4 occurs somewhere 
in the sum, not necessarily at the front. Moreover, p’ need not be present, which is to 
say that p’ = 0 is possible. p may also be of the form 4 + p’, in which case we set 
c = 1, or just p’, where we set c = 0. 
4. The termination ordering 
AC-superposition uses a total AC-compatible reduction ordering on ground terms. 
We additionally require that the ordering orients the rules in M and rules of the form 
d ’ C/I + d” . 4 + d’ . r, where 4 + Y and d + d”, from left to right. Finding such an 
ordering is not trivial. In particular the requirements that ct . t + c2 . t + c t (14) and 
d . I#J + d” . 4 + d’ . r are not satisfied simultaneously in the major known cases of 
AC-compatible orderings. 
We define a well-founded total ordering +r on integers such that c +z d whenever 
either c > d 30, or c < 0 and c < d. That is, . . . + -2 k - 1 + . . . + 2 k- 1 k- 0. 
Note that we usually omit the subscript Z. We say that an ordering + on ground terms 
has the multiset property if 4 + 41,. . . , & implies 4 >- cl $1 + . . . + ck . $k for 
all terms 4,4t,..., dk with uninterpreted function symbols at their root, and integers 
cl,. . . , ck. A term s is called maximal with respect to a term t = cl . tl + . . . + ck tk if 
Sk ti for i = I,..., k. It is called strictly maximal if s % ti for i = 1,. . . , k. If all the 
ti have an uninterpreted function symbol at their root, then s is strictly maximal with 
respect to t if and only ifs + t. 
Then there exists a simplification ordering + which 
(i) is AC-compatible, (ii) is total up to AC on ground terms, (iii) orients all ground 
instances of the rules in M from left to right, (iv) orients ground equations of the form 
d.4 M d” . C#J + d’ . r, where d, + r and d + d’, from left to right, and (v) has the 
multiset property. See the appendix for a construction of such an ordering. 
Proposition 1. M is ground convergent modulo AC. 
Equations, literals and clauses are ordered using the corresponding one-, two- or 
threefold multiset extension of the term ordering [12]. 
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5. Redundancy and saturation 
In the context of theorem proving with constraints, appropriate notions of redundancy 
for clauses and inferences are technically involved. They are defined with respect to 
reduced instances of clauses, in order to avoid superposition inferences below variables. 
For an unconstrained clause, the redundancy of a variable superposition can be shown 
by exhibiting another instance with respect to a reduced substitution. For a constrained 
clause, the reduced substitution does not necessarily satisfy the constraint, hence this 
technique is not applicable [4,20]. 
For a ground term rewriting system R and a ground literal L we define R+L as 
{ 1 + r E R 1 I M r 4 L}. A ground instance Lo of a literal L is order-irreducible with 
respect to R if .xr~ is irreducible by R 4L’ for all variables x in 15. An instance Co of 
a clause C is called a reduced instance of C with respect to a rewrite system R if all 
literals Lo in CCJ are order-irreducible with respect to R. 
A ground instance Co of a clause C is called redundant in N (as an instance 
of C) if for any rewriting system R such that Co is a reduced instance of C with 
respect to M U R there exist ground instances Cr r~ I, . . , , ck ok of clauses Cl, , CA in N 
which are reduced with respect to M U R such that Ccr + CiO, for i = 1,. . .k, and 
C,o I,..., Ckok FM Co. 
A ground inference with premises Cra, . . . , C,a and conclusion Ca where C,,a is the 
maximal premise is called redundant in N if for any rewriting system R such that 01 is 
a reduced instance of C with respect to M U R either one of the premises Cl 0,. . , C,a 
is redundant, or there exist ground instances DI CJI, ,Dk Ck of N which are reduced 
withrespect toMURsuchthat C,,a>-Dicr; for i= l,...,k andDtgI,...,Dkgk FM Crr. 
A non-ground clause or inference is redundant if all its ground instances are redundant. 
A set N of clauses is called saturated up to redundancy with respect to an inference 
system C if all inferences in C from premises in N are redundant. 
A theorem proving derivation is a sequence of sets of clauses No E Nt t . such 
that for all i 30 either Ni+t = Ni U {C} for some clause C such that N +;M C, or 
Ni,, = N; \ {C} for some clause C which is redundant in N,. By this definition a 
step Ni t Ni+I in a theorem proving derivation preserves in the forward direction 
the truth of all ground instances in some model I, and in the backward direction 
the truth of reduced ground instances in some model 1. For such a derivation the 
set of persistent clauses N, is defined as N, = lJiao njai Nj. A theorem prov- 
ing derivation is called fair with respect to a set of inferences C if all inferences 
in C from clauses in N, are redundant in Ni for some i30. By showing that re- 
dundancy in some Ni implies redundancy in N,, one obtains that for a fair theorem 
proving derivation the set N, is saturated up to redundancy. Since all inferences 
become redundant once their conclusion is added to N, fair derivations can be ob- 
tained by testing inferences for redundancy and adding their conclusion if they are not 
redundant. 
A simplification is a two step derivation {C} UN E {C, D} UN k {D} UN. That is, 
a clause C E N may be simplified to a clause D if {C} UN k~ D and C is redundant 
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in {D} UN. Here we will be only concerned with simplification rules 
which express that C may be simplified to D independently of N, using only the theory 
of integer modules. Their purpose will be to reduce any ground equation to a suitable 
normal form. 
Ground Theory Reduction [-1(4~‘1 =P) v c ,~,(u,r] M p) v c b 
if 1 --f Y is a ground instance of a rule in M and 1’ =AC 1. 
Ground Isolation 
[-](c.++p=:.4+q)VC 
[-]((c-d).#-q+(-l).p)VC 
if (i) cad, and (ii) 4 + p,q.3 
While Theory Reduction uses M for term rewriting, Isolation may be seen as an exten- 
sion of rewriting from terms to atoms. Formally, it is obtained by using the congruence 
axioms to add a context, and by cancellation. 
Proposition 2. Ground Theory Reduction and Ground Isolation are simpltjication 
rules. 
An equation 1 M r is in M-normal form if either (i) 1 = r = 0, or (ii) 1 = c . 4 
where 1 is irreducible with respect to M, d, > Y and c> 1. For (ii) we distinguish 
the subcases (a) c >2, and (b) c = 1, that is 1 = 4, as these give rise to different 
sets of extended rules. A literal 1 z r or 1 $ r is in M-normal form if the equation 
1 M r is in M-normal form. Any ground equation or ground literal can be brought into 
M-normal form using Ground Theory Reduction and Ground Isolation. To reduce the 
number of inferences on the non-ground level, we will later add ordering restrictions 
to the inferences, so that all simplifications involve the maximal terms of the top-level 
sums in the equation. 
Example 3. 
f(a + (-a)) + 2 . f(0) + a 22 f(0) 
f(0) + 2. f(o) + a = f(o) 
3 f(0) + a = f(0) 
2.f(O)=(-l),a 
The first two steps do Theory Reduction, and the last one uses Isolation. 
3 On the non-ground level these simplifications have more complicated side conditions, for instance one 
needs to check implications between constraints. 
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6. Symmetrization 
Historically, symmetrization appeared first in non-abelian group theory. Le Chenadec 
[18] uses it also for theories like abelian groups, rings and modules. He does not define 
the notion formally, but from his examples it is clear that symmetrization is designed 
to make critical pairs between theory rules and other rules converge. 
We call a rewrite system R symmetrized (with respect to M) if for all peaks p +bt 
+AC’\R 6? and P +R +AC\M 4, and cliffs P ++AC +AC\R q we have P LAC\,(M.,R) 9. 
Lemma 4. Let R he u rew>rite system which is symmetrixd, and let R C(g). [f’,for 
ull peuks p +R. +AC\R 4 bb'e have P IAC\(M"R) 4 then AC\( M U R) is Church--Ros.rer 
module AC. 
Proof. All local peaks and cliffs converge, hence by the criterion of Jouannaud and 
Kirchner [15] AC\(M U R) is ChurchhRosser modulo AC. 0 
A symmetrization function S (for M) maps each equation 1 E r in M-normal form 
to a symmetrized set of rewrite rules S(l z r) such that 1 ^I r FM S( 1 zz r) and 
1 JAC\,(MUS(,~~)) r. We call a rule 1’ + r’ in S(1 + r) \ { 1 + r} an extension (of I - 
r). The advantage of this approach over explicit computation of critical pairs with the 
theory is that for a fixed symmetrization function strong critical pair criteria can be 
developed in advance. 
One can derive a symmetrization function by considering critical pairs between an 
equation in M-normal form and the rules in M. Here we choose the following as our 
symmetrization function: 
S(c (b M r) = {d . 4 + d” . 4 + d’ r / d = cd’ + d” and d + d”} (15) 
S(0 KY 0) = 0 (17) 
Lemma 5. S is a symmetrization function for M. 
Intuitively, the rules in (15) replace in d . 4 a multiple of c 4, namely cd’ q5, by 
the corresponding multiple d’ . r of Y, leaving a remainder d” . 4. One would like to 
restrict this further, so that the reduction goes in one step to the minimal remainder; 
that is, one would do an integer division. This is indeed possible in a convergent 
system. However, for the completeness proofs the less restricted version causes fewer 
technical problems. 
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Example 6. The symmetrization of 2t + r is 
2t + r 
3t+t+r 
4t + 2r 
5t + t + 2r 
-lt+t-r 
-2t -+ -r 
4t + 2t + r 
5t + 3t + r 
-lt-+3t-2r -It -+ 5t - 3r . . . 
-2t + 2t - 2r -2t i 4t - 3r . . . 
. . 
The rules in the first column correspond to integer division as remarked above. 
The symmetrized set of rules is infinite in case (15), but this does not pose a problem, 
since it is only a theoretical device. Its main purpose is to obtain commutation with 
theory rules in the model construction for the completeness proof; theorem provers 
don’t need to explicitly construct it. 
7. Constraints 
Our main motivation for using constraints is to handle the coefficients. But con- 
straints also become especially useful in our context, since they can preserve ordering 
restrictions for terms of sums, which is particularly important if these are variables. 
We have the following atomic constraints in our language: 
s =Ac t: s and t of sort Term are equal modulo AC. 
c = d: c and d of sort Coef are equal when interpreted in Z. 
c <d: c is less or equal to d, and similarly for < , 3 and > . 
s + t: s is greater than t in the reduction ordering F. 
normal(Z, r): 1 M r is in M-normal form. 
maximal(u,p): u is the maximal term in the sum p. 
uninterpreted(t): t has a function symbol from FU at the root position. 
Constraints are first-order formulas 
4(x1,.*. ,&) = 3yl,...,Yk.~(Xl,...,xn,yl,...,Yk), 
where $(x1,. . . ,x,, ~1,. . . , yk) is a quantifier-free formula over the atomic constraints 
defined above. 
On the non-ground level we consider constrained clauses C [T][d] which represent 
all their reduced ground instances Ca such that 0 k r A A. The constraint r will 
contain the part of the constraint which is necessary for soundness, typically result- 
ing from unification. A serves only as an additional restriction, and contains ordering 
constraints as well as other meta-information encoded by the constraints normal(Z,r), 
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maximal(u,p) and uninterpreted(t). Full constraint solving may be impossible or too 
costly for the nonstandard constraints, but since A is not needed for soundness, we 
may ignore problematic constraints. 
This approach subsumes a wide spectrum of possible theorem proving strategies. 
One extreme is to use no constraints at all, in which case we propagate r into C 
and discard A immediately after an inference. The disadvantage of this approach is 
that valuable information is lost, for instance which term in a sum is maximal. Also, 
AC-unification will in general generate many instances of C. The other extreme is to 
use a complete constraint solver to determine satisfiability of TU A before an inference 
is made. This becomes infeasible when constraints grow, since constraint solving is 
usually of at least exponential complexity in this context. An intermediate approach 
would be to keep the constraints, but to apply only computationally cheap operations, 
for instance by avoiding case splits. The constraint will still cut down the number of 
inferences. 
r cannot simply be discarded, since it is necessary for soundness. However, we may 
strengthen it by moving parts of the constraint from LI to r, which may result in a 
simpler problem. Also, solving r can be delayed until the empty clause is derived. At 
that point at least a semi-decision procedure is needed, which may be interleaved in 
a fair way with the computation of more inferences. Thus if r is satisfiable, this will 
eventually be discovered. Similar observations have already been made by Nieuwenhuis 
and Rubio [21]. One possible semi-decision procedure would be to enumerate possible 
substitutions and testing them against the constraint. While this is extremely inefficient, 
it shows that the method can work in principle. In practice one will search for better 
methods, for instance from nonlinear integer programming. Also, the enumeration of 
integers is implicit in inferences with distributivity computed by nai’ve theorem provers. 
Making it explicit as constraint solving is a prerequisite for the use of better methods. 
The distinction between r and LI also provides a simple justification for using AC- 
complete sets of T-unifiers [7], where T is some theory between AC and MUAC. One 
might use equality constraints s =T t in r and s =,&c t in d. This clearly is sound, 
since M U AC t T, and complete, since it suffices to consider AC-unifiers. 
8. The inference system 
We assume that variables in premises are renamed apart. Also, no inference takes 
place at or below a variable position, except where explicitly noted. We assume a func- 
tion on non-empty ground clauses which selects one of the literals in the clause, such 
that this literal is either some negative literal, or a positive literal that is maximal in the 
entire clause. For each premise of an inference rule we have the implicit restriction that 
the literal upon which the inference operates is selected. This restriction is formalized 
as a constraint C, which contains any ordering restrictions from the selection function. 
All other restrictions, in particular ordering restrictions between parts of a literal, are 
made explicit. 
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We begin by lifting the simplification of ground clauses to M-normal form to non- 
ground clauses. The Sum Contraction inferences lift Ground Theory Reduction with 
rules (12H14’) in the top-level sum, while the Theory Superposition inference lifts 
all other Ground Theory Reduction steps. We restrict these inferences such that they 
reduce only maximal terms, as this suffices to put an equation into M-normal form. 
We cannot avoid certain simplifications below variables in top positions; this is 
reflected in the Sum Contraction 213 and Isolation 24 inferences. They are necessary 
for those ground instances where a variable, say x, is instantiated to some irreducible 
term c . c$ + Y such that 4 is maximal. 
We assume that on the non-ground level the clause is reduced, such that equations 
have the form cl . 41 + . . . + c,,, . &,, x cm+1 . &+I + . . . + c, . qbn where $i is either a 
term with an uninterpreted function symbol at the root or a variable. 
Sum Contraction 1: L71(u1 41 + v2 .(b2 + p = q) v c [T][A] 
[~l(U 41 + p = q) v c [T’][A’] 
where r’ = v = VI + v2 A & =AC & A r 
and A’ = ~1 .h + ~2.4~ + p k q A maximal(&,p) A uninterpreted(&) A c A A. 
The notation includes the cases where VI or v2 are missing, representing VI = 
1 or u2 = 1, respectively. 
Sum Contraction 2: 
[~l(Vl ~~+~+p~q~vc[m4 
[~l(V 4 + Y + P = 4) v c [Wd’l 
where r’ = x =AC v2 . 4 + y A v = VI + v2 A r 
and A’=vl.c$+x+pkq A $k-y 
A maximal(+,p) A uninterpreted(4) A C A d. 
This is the first inference rule where in the constraint it is necessary to introduce new 
term structure, here ~2. c) + y, below a variable, here x. Note that the constraint $ + y 
prevents the repeated application of the rule. 
Sum Contraction 3: 
I~l(Xl +x2 + p = 4) v c [mdl 
[ll(V z + Yl + y2 + P = 4) v c [~‘lC~‘l 
where r’ = X1 =AC VI . Z + J’1 A X2 =AC V2 . Z + y2 A V = VI +  V2 A r 
andA’=xl+x2+p>.q Azk-yl Az+y~ 
A maximal(z,p) A uninterpreted(z) A C A A. 
Theory Superposition: 
[~l(u[l’l+ P = 4) v c [mAI 
[71(4f”l + P = 4) v c [U[A’l 
where r’ = 1 =AC 1’ A Y” A r, A’ = u[l’] + p >- q A ~[l’] k- p A C A A, 
1 + Y [r”] is a rule in M, and u doesn’t have f at the root. 
Isolation 1: [~l(Vl .41 + p = 02 .42 + q) V c [T][A] 
[~I(~ 41 = q + C-1 1. p) v c [r’][A’] 
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where r’ = 41 =AC ~$2 A v = vI - v2 A P 
and A’ = vt 3~2 A $1 F p A (61 F q A uninterpreted(4,) A Z A A. 
Isolation 2: 
[~l(Vl .dJ + p = x + 4) v c [W4 
[l](V .d = y + q + (- 1). p) v c [r’l[d’l 
where S = x =A~ v2 . c+h + y A v = VI - v2 A r 
and ‘4’ = t’l >,v2 A 4 + p A cj F- y + q A uninterpreted(@) A C A A. 
Isolation 3: 
[-l(x+P”v2.~+q)VC[rl[~l 
[Tl(O. 4 = 4 + C-1 1. (Y + PI> v c [U[~‘l 
where r’ = x =AC v1 q5 + y A 2’ = v1 - v2 A r 
and .4’ = VI au2 A 4 + y + p A c$ F q A uninterpreted($) A C A A. 
Isolation 4: 
[-lh + P = x2 + 4) v c [rim 
[-l(v.z~=:2+q+(-l).(y, +pwmrw] 
where r’ = xl =AC v1 z + y1 A x2 =AC v2 z + J~2 A L’ = V, - v2 
and 4’ = VI 2~2 A z + y1 + p A z + y2 + q A uninterpreted(z) 
Ar 
ACAA. 
The following inferences are well known from the standard superposition calculus. 
Superposition: 
VI .41 = rVD Mali b1(pb2. $21 = qvc [r21[~21 
[1](p[v’ .d, + 11. Y] = q) v c V D [rl[d] 
wherer=v2=vIv+v’/\~i=AC~2~\, AT? 
and d = O,<v’ A v’ < 01 A normal(z), 41,~) A normal(p,q) A C A Al A 42 
Note that a constraint normal(s,t) implies s S- t if s # 0 or t # 0. 
On the ground level, Superposition corresponds to the reduction of a subterm by a 
rule in the symmetrization. We may choose the reduction so that V(T and V’(T are the 
quotient and remainder obtained by integer division of VI(T by ~2~7. This is reflected in 
the constraint 0 <v’ A v’ < vt. 
If we compare this to AC-superposition calculi we see that we have the additional 
restriction that both literals must be in M-normal form, and that we have to use ex- 
tended rules only to superpose into non-extended rules. Consider two ground rules 
cl . (b + rl and c2 cj + r2 which have overlapping extensions d 1 4 + d’, . 4 + dl . ~1 
andd.4-+di.4+d 2 . ~2, respectively. If we assume without loss of generality that 
ct > c2 then already ct . 4 is reducible by some extension of c2 4 + r2. This over- 
lap corresponds to an ordinary superposition inference and makes the bigger overlap 
redundant. Hence we do not need to consider superpositions of extensions. Note that 
this is no longer true for the case of commutative rings, where extensions with respect 
to multiplication may overlap nontrivially. 
Reflexivity Resolution: 
P + qv c mu 
C’ [p =AC q A r][normal(p,q) A 1 A A] 
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In practice one might want to remove the restriction normal( p, q) and instead strength- 
en the ordering restrictions on Sum Contraction and Theory Superposition from 2 to >. 
Factoring can be restricted to clauses where the literals to be factored are in M- 
normal form. Note that the constraint normal(s,rl) includes the ordering constraint 
s + t-1. Here s = q is supposed to be the selected literal, which implies that it is 
maximal. Hence we have the ordering restriction Y, 2 r2. 
Equality Factoring: 
s M f-1 V t E r2 V C” [T][A] 
r1 $ r-2 V t z r2 V C” [P][A’] 
where r’ = s =Ac t A r 
and A’ = normal(s,q) A normal(t,rz) A rl 5 r2 A C A A. 
Let ZMod be the set of these inferences, let Simp be the subset of ZMod consisting 
of Sum Contraction, Theory Superposition and Isolation, and let Sup be the subset of 
ZMod consisting of Superposition. 
Example 7. Testing divisibility of two-digit decimal numbers by casting out nines. 
Given a = lOa, + a0 one proves a E a, + a0 (mod 9), that is 3x.a - (al + a~) = 9x. 
We let a + a, + us. We start with the clauses 
a = 10.q +a0 
a+(-l)(uo+u1) 749.x. 
We use Isolation 1 on (19) unifying x and a: 
r.x$(-l)(a,,+a,)[a=8 ,+,x=Aca] 
[821 AX+O A a>(-l)(uo+u,) 
A uninterpreted(x)] 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
We simplify the constraint, propagate u and normalize with M: 
8.x$(-l)ao+(-1&, b=ACa][] (21) 
This doesn’t lead to a refutation. However, we may use Isolation 1 on (19), assuming 
0 . a on the right-hand side and a + x: 
r’~~(-1)(-1)(&,+~,)+9’x[r= 1-o ,, a=ACa] (22) 
[l>O A a~(-l)(uo+ul) 
A a + 9 .x A uninterpreted(u)] 
Simplifying the constraint, propagating v and normalizing with M yields: 
a $ a0 + a, + 9 .x [][a F x] 
We superpose with (18) into (23) and obtain: 
21’ . a + v . (10 . a1 + uo) $ a0 + a1 + 9. x 
(23) 
(24) 
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[1 = Iv+v’ A u==*Cu] 
[O<c’ A v’ < 1 
A normal(a, 10. al + ao) 
A normal(a,ao+aj +9.x) A a %n] 
Simplifying the constraint and propagating a = 1 and U’ = 0 we obtain (25); and by 
using cancellation as a simplification we get (26): 
lO~al+ao ~uo+al+9~x[][a~x] (25) 
9.a1 $9~X[][UkX] (26) 
At this point one may either use Reflexivity Resolution to derive the empty clause, 
dropping the constraint normal(p,q), or use Isolation once more to obtain 0 $ 0 and 
then use Reflexivity resolution. 
9. Refutational completeness 
To show remtational completeness we use a modified version of the model construc- 
tion method of Bachmair and Ganzinger [2]. 
A ground clause C V s M t is called reductive for s M t ifs = t F C and s > t. By RI 
we denote the set of equations provable by a rewrite proof, that is, {s = t / s LAC\R t}. 
Let N be a set of clauses. We define an interpretation IN inductively, based on the 
total well-founded ordering + on ground clauses. For any ground clause C we define 
the set EC of rules produced by C, rewrite systems Rc and RC, and corresponding 
interpretations I, and I’, assuming that for all ground clauses D 4 C the sets En, Rn, 
RD, IO and I” are already defined. 
Rc = u ED Zc = (MU R& 
D4C 
EC = 
‘S(I z r) if (i) C = 20 where c E N, 
(ii) co is a reduced instance of c with respect to M U RL., 
(iii) C = i = iV Cl?‘, 
(iv) C = 2 = r v C’, where I = fo, r = I% and C’ = d’cr. 
(v) C is false in Cc, 
(vi) C is reductive for I zz Y, 
(vii) 1 M Y is in M-normal form, 
(viii) I is irreducible by MU Rc, and 
(ix) C’ is false in (M U Rc U S(I x r))l; or 
I 0 otherwise. 
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RC=RcUEc I’ = (MuRC)l 
RN=-& IN = (MuR& 
c 
If EC # 0 we say C produces EC, or C is productive. 
Our model construction differs in several respects from the standard one. First, the 
built-in rewrite system M is included to obtain the interpretation. This ensures that all 
interpretations are integer modules. Second, we have the additional restriction that a 
clause can be productive only if the equation it is reductive for is in M-normal form. 
Third, the rewrite systems are not built from single rules but from symmetrizations 
of rules, which ensures that the rewrite systems themselves are symmetrized. Hence 
critical pairs with the built-in system converge. 
Lemma 8. Let N be a set of clauses and C a ground clause, not necessarily in N. 
(1) If In b C or ID k C for some ground clause D k C then In! b C and ID‘ k C 
for any D’ + D, and I, k C. 
(2) Let C’ be a ground clause such that C F C’, C is productive, and C’ is false 
in I’. Then C’ is false in In and ID for any ground clause D F C and C’ is 
false in IN. 
(3) I,, IC and Ic are models of Eq and M. 
(4) If C is a reduced ground instance of N with respect to Rb for some ground 
clause D k C then C is a reduced ground instance of N with respect to both 
R~I and RD’ for any D’ F D, and also with respect to RN. 
Proof. (1) If a positive literal in C is true in ID or ID then it stays true in the supersets 
ID!, ID’ and IN. If a negative literal is true, i.e., its equation is false, then Rb,, RD’ 
and RN cannot reduce it, since Rb, \ Rb only contains rules with left-hand sides which 
are greater than the maximal term of the equation. Hence the equation stays false and 
the literal stays true. 
(2) All false negative literals stay false in supersets. Positive literals in C’ cannot be 
reduced by rules in Rn \ RC or RD \ RC, since the maximal term in C’ cannot be greater 
than the maximal term of C. But C produces a rule with this term at the left-hand 
side, so no more rule can be produced later. 
(3) Reflexivity, symmetry and congruence follow immediately from the definition 
of Rl. M is true in the interpretations since it is included in the rewrite systems. For 
transitivity note that if any rule in the symmetrization S(c . 4 + Y) is left-reducible, 
then c . cj~ is already reducible. Hence there are no critical pairs among rules in Rc, 
RC or RN. Critical pairs with rules in M converge by definition of symmetrization, so 
M U Rc, MU RC and M URN are convergent modulo AC and hence satisfy transitivity. 
(4) Suppose to the contrary that C is not a reduced instance of N with respect 
to Rn,. Then C is a ground instance CO of a clause C E N such that C = i V c?, 
L = _b and C = do. Furthermore, J? contains a variable x such that xc is reducible 
by some rule 1 + r in R$ or (RD’)+L which is not in RD. The model construction 
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ensures that 13 XO, on the other hand since 1 is a subterm of xo we have X(T 3 1. 
Hence 1 =AC XO, the rule XCJ ---$ r is produced by some D” ? C where x occur at the 
top left of the maximal literal xo z r in D”. But then 1 zz r is not smaller than the 
literal L = xrr z t in C, a contradiction. 0 
An interpretation Ic is called a partial model of N if all ground instances D 4 C 
of clauses in N which are reduced with respect to M U Rc are true in Ic. 
Lemma 9 (M-normalization). Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to re- 
dundancy with respect to Simp and that does not contain the empty clause. Let C 
be a ground instance of a clause in N which is reduced with respect to M u R(, 
such that the selected literal [~](p E q) of C is not in M-normal form and p + q. 
Furthermore, suppose that I, is a partial model of N. Then C is true in I(-. 
Proof. We have that C = C(r is a reduced ground instance of C in N, where C = 
i v C”, i = [-](b E i), L = L^o is selected in C, L = [l](p E q), p > q and 
[~](p z q) is not in M-normal form. Also, we may assume that C is not redundant and 
that C’ is false in Zc, since otherwise C would already be true in 1~. Then [-I( p z q) 
can be simplified by either Ground Theory Reduction or Ground Isolation. As for 
Ground Theory Reduction, it suffices to rewrite with M in the maximal side p and 
there in the maximal terms of the sum. 
(i) Suppose p = cl cj +q C#J + p’ where the term 4 is maximal in the sum p. Note 
that 6 may occur in p’. Then C may be simplified using one of the rules ( 12)-( 14”) 
for Ground Theory Reduction: 
[-](cl~~+C2.~+p’=q)VC’ i 
[~l((Cl + c2>. 4 + P’ = 4) v C’ 
Note that here cl + c2 denotes a constant, not a sum. This is an instance of Sum 
Contraction, which is redundant since N is saturated up to redundancy with respect 
to Simp. The premise is reduced with respect to M U Rc. A new variable y may be 
introduced into the constraint of the conclusion by Sum Contraction 213. In that case 
ya is reduced, since it is a subterm of xcr, which is reduced. Hence the conclusion is 
also reduced. Since the premise is not redundant, there exist reduced ground instances 
DIG,,. . . ,DkcTk of N such that Dtoi 4 C for i = 1,. . . , k and Dial,. ,Dkak /=M 
[~]((cl + ~2). 4 + p’ z q) V C’. Since Dial , . . . ,&cTk and M are true in the partial 
model lc, the conclusion must be true in Ic as well. Since we assumed that C’ is false 
in 1~ the literal [~]((ct + Q) 4 + p’ KZ q) is true in Zc. The equation cl.4+c2-4+p’ z 
(~1 + ~2). d + p’, which is the rule instance in M used for the reduction, is true in I(,. 
Hence cl . cj + c2 C#I + p’ M q is true in 1~ if and only if (cl + ~2). 4 + p’ E q is true 
in Ic. We conclude that C is true in I,.. 
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(ii) Otherwise, the maximal term occurs only once in 
a ground instance 1 + Y in M: 
[~](U[Z] + p’ = q) v C’ 
[~](u[r] + p’ 2, q) v C’ 
This simplification is a ground instance of the Theory Superposition inference. The 
premise is reduced with respect to M U Rc. Since the reduction introduces no new 
variables and decreases the bound on relevant rewrite rules, the conclusion is also 
p. Suppose it is reducible by 
reduced. As in the previous case we obtain that the conclusion of the inference is true 
in 1~. Since we assumed that C’ is false in Zc, the literal [~](u[r] + p’ M q) is true 
in Ic. From lzr being true in Ic we get that [l](u[Z] + p’ M q) is true in Zc if and 
only if [l](u[r] + p’ M q) is true in I,. We conclude that C is true in Ic. 
(iii) The only remaining possibility for the equation not being in M-normal form 
that the maximal term 4 occurs on both sides. By (i) and (ii) we may assume that 
is reduced with respect to M. In this case we can simplify using Ground Isolation: 
[~l(C 4 + P’ zdd4+q’)VC 
[l]((c - d) . cj M q’ + (-1). p’)v C’ ’ 
is 
4 
Then this is an instance of an Isolation inference. By the same argument as before we 
get that [~]((c - d) c$ F=Z q’ + (-1). p’) is true in 1~. The equations [l](c . 4 + p’ M 
d. c$ + q’) and [l]((c -d). q5 M q’ + (-1). p’) are equivalent with respect to M, 
which implies that C is true in ZC. 4 0 
Lemma 10 (Superposition). Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redun- 
dancy with respect to Sup and that does not contain the empty clause. Let C be a 
ground instance of a clause in N which is reduced with respect o MU Rc such that 
the selected literal [-](p E q) of C is in M-normal form, p + q and p is reducible 
by Rc. Furthermore, suppose that Ic is a partial model of N. Then C is true in Ic. 
Proof. We have that C = da is a reduced ground instance of C in N, where C = 
b/6’, i = [l](j E cj), L = & is selected in C, L = [l](p M q), p k q, 
[l](p M q) is in M-normal form, and p is reducible by Rc. Also, we may assume 
that C is not redundant and that C’ = 610 is false in Ic, since otherwise C is already 
true in 1~. 
We will first show that p is not reducible in a position rc below a variable position x’ 
in j, Suppose p is reducible in such a position. That is, lj = L@]~, with rc’<rc and 
x0 is reducible by Rc. Since kc is order-irreducible with respect to Rc, xa must be 
irreducible by R2L. If L is a negative literal or if j # x then any rule in Rc that could 
4 For rings one has to take into account that transitivity only holds below some bound determined from 
the maximal term in C. This complicates the proof, since one has to carefully construct equational proofs 
which stay below that bound. 
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reduce xcr would be smaller than L, a contradiction. It remains to consider the case of 
a positive literal L = XG z q. It could be reduced by a rule xcr 4 r. Now if r 4 q then 
xcr E Y 5 L, and we get a contradiction as above. Otherwise, if r =AC q then L and 
hence also C would be true in Zc. So p cannot be reducible below a variable position 
of j. 
Since p is reducible, there exists a rule d 4 + d’, . $J + cdl r in S(c qb + r) 2 Rc 
such that p = u[d &] and d = cdl + d’,. We may choose dl and d’, such that 
0 <d’, < c. This rule has been produced by some ground instance D = D,s which is 
a reduced instance of a clause b in N with respect to RD. By Lemma 8 it is also 
a reduced instance of N with respect to Rc. Since we assume that c and b have 
distinct variables, there exists a substitution p such that (?‘p = da and 6)~ = 6r. So 
the instance of the superposition inference under consideration has the following form: 
^ n 
(UI .44 R5 WD)p ([71(4u2 .421 = 4) v OP 
([-](i[v” 6, +v. ?] F=z @d?Vfi)p 
This superposition inference is redundant since N is saturated up to redundancy with 
respect to Sup. Let us now show that the conclusion is reduced: Nothing changes 
for variables x occurring in c’ and b’, so xp stays irreducible by R:L. It remains to 
consider the literal i’ = [-](u^[v’ . 6, + u. ?] zz $). For all variables in ~2, 4, and 4 
the irreducibility follows from the order-irreducibility of ip. For r^ we observe that it 
occurs in D which is a reduced instance with respect to Rc. We may now as before 
use redundancy to obtain that the conclusion is true in I,. Since C’ is false in Ic, 
[ll(u[d’, ‘4 + dl . rl z q) is true in Zc, and by using d C$I z d’, 4 + dl r, the 
congruence law and transitivity we obtain that [-](u[d . $1 z q) is true in I(-. We 
conclude that C is true in Z,. 0 
Lemma 11. Let N be a set of constrained clauses that is ZMod-saturated up to 
redundancy and does not contain the empty clause, and let C be a ground clause. 
Furthermore, let NC be the set of ground instances of clauses in N which are reduced 
with respect to M U Rc. Then we have. 
(1) If C is a clause in NC and C is redundant in NC then C is true in Ic. 
(2) If C is a clause in NC and a negative literal in C is selected then C is true in 1~. 
(3) If C = C’ VA produces A then C is not redundant, C contains no selected negatir;e 
literal, C is true in I’ and C’ is false in I’ and I,v. 
(4) If C is a clause in NC which is not productive then C is true in I, = I”. 
Proof. We use induction with respect to + on the set of all ground clauses. 
Let C be a ground clause and assume that (l)-(4) hold for all ground clauses D 
with C >- D. 
(1) Suppose C is a reduced ground instance of N with respect to M U Rc and 
C is redundant in N. Then there exist ground instances Ciol,. . . , Ckck of N 
which are reduced with respect to M U Rc such that C t CiUi for i = 1,. . , k 
168 
(2) 
(a) 
(b) 
cc> 
(3) 
(Ja) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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and Cic~i,..., Ckak +M C. By induction hypothesis Ciai is true in Ic,~, and by 
Lemma 8 it is also true in I,. Also by Lemma 8 the theory axioms hold in ZC, 
which implies that C is true in Ic. 
Suppose C is a clause in NC and a negative literal in C is selected. Because 
of (1) we may assume that C is not redundant. Let p $ q be the selected literal 
in C. 
Suppose p M q is not in M-normal form. Then by Lemma 9 we infer that C is 
true in ZC. 
Suppose now that p z q is in M-normal form, and that p =AC q. Then p = q = 0 
and ZMod contains the ground Reflexivity Resolution inference 
O$OVC’ 
C’ 
which is redundant in N. Hence by the usual argument C’, and as a consequence 
C, is true in ZC. 
Otherwise p M q is in M-normal form, and p + q. If p M q is false in 1~ we are 
done. If on the other hand p M q is true in IC then p is reducible by Rc, and C 
is true in 1~ by Lemma 10. 
Suppose C is productive. Then C is false in IC and it can neither be redundant 
nor contain a selected negative literal, since this would imply that C is true in ZC. 
From EC = S(Z M r) CRC we get 1 lMURc Y. Since C’ is false in Ic, by Lemma 8 
we conclude that C’ is false in IN. 
If C is not reductive for some 1 z Y then some negative literal is selected in C 
and by (2) C is true in ZC. 
Otherwise a positive literal 1 M r is maximal. Suppose it is not in M-normal 
form. Then we may apply Lemma 9 to infer that C is true in 1~. 
At this point we know that t = fa M io V ?a, r = ia and C’ = ea. Suppose 
1 is reducible by Rc. Then we may use Lemma 10 to infer that C is true in 1~. 
Suppose that C’ is true in (M U Rc U S(I M r))l . The only way that this can 
happen is that there is another positive equation with maximal term I in C’, that 
is, C’ = I z r’ V C”, such that Y JI\?“,Q r’. Then we have a ground instance 
of an Equality Factoring inference which is redundant since N is saturated up 
to redundancy. By the standard argument the conclusion of the inference is true 
in Ic. Since both C” and r $ r’ are false in I,, 1 M r’ must be true in Ic. Hence 
C is true in 1~. 0 
Corollary 12. Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redundancy with 
respect to ZMod, and that does not contain the empty clause. Then IN is an equality 
model of the set of reduced ground instances of N with respect to RN. 
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Theorem 13. Let No k N1 k . . . be u fair theorem proving derivation with respect 
to ZMod, where No is a set of clauses without constraints. Then No is M-inconsistent 
if and only tf N, contains the empty clause. 
Proof. In the following let N = N,. If N contains the empty clause then No is 
inconsistent, since No k=~ N FM 1. 
On the other hand, suppose that N does not contain the empty clause. Then since 
the derivation is fair, N is saturated up to redundancy with respect to ZMod and by 
Corollary 12 IN is an equality model of the reduced ground instances of N with respect 
to RN. Since removal of redundant clauses preserves this property, In; is also a model 
of the reduced ground instances of No. Now for any ground instance Co of a clause C 
in NQ which is not reduced with respect to RN we can reduce cr to some r such that 
T is reduced with respect to RN. We obtain a reduced ground instance Cr of C such 
that {Cc} U R,%r +M Co. From RN k { Cz} IJ RN U M U AC we conclude that R.2, b Cn. 
Hence R,v is a model of No. 0 
10. Improving superpositions at the root position 
Example 14. Suppose we have two equations 10 . a M b and 6 . a FZ c where a > b t 
c. We get the following sequence of superpositions, where the first column gives the 
results of the superpositions and the second the equations in M-normal form: 
lO.a=b 
6.aEc 
4.a+czb 4.az b+(-I).( 
2,a+b+(-l).c=c 2.az(-l).b+2.c 
(-2).b+4.czb+(-l).c 3.bE5.c 
One notices that this sequence computes the greatest common divisor for the coeficients 
on a, using Euclid’s algorithm. 
More generally, consider two positive ground literals CI C/I = rl and c? . d, = 1’2 
where ct 2c.2 22. By superposition we get the following general sequence: 
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Equation number i is obtained by superposing with equation i - 1 into i - 2 for 
3 < i <n + 1. Hence ci is the remainder of the integer division of c,_2 by ci-1, and 
for ci and cj’ we have the property that ci = clci + ~24’. Finally, c, is the greatest 
common divisor of cl and ~2, and c, = cich + QC~. 
In the presence of the last two equations the other equations become redundant. 
Their left-hand sides can be reduced by equation n such that it no longer contains 
the maximal term 4, and the resulting equation is a consequence of equation n + 1. 
Note that those two equations are smaller than the equations to be shown redundant. 
This argument extends to non-ground clauses, since after the first superposition no 
new literals and unification constraints for C) are added. Hence we may introduce 
specialized superposition inferences for this case, thereby avoiding the computation of 
intermediate results. To formalize the notion of greatest common divisor we use an 
additional predicate in the constraint language: 
gcd(cl,cz,c): c is the greatest common divisor of ci and ~2. 
Then we may replace Superpositions at the top by the following inferences: 
GCD 1 
01 .dl = Yl v c [rll[All ~2 . 42 = rz VD [MA21 
v.4, a~+-,+z+r2vCvD[r][A] 
where 
and 
A= gcd(q,vz,v) A normal(q . &,q) A normal(u2 . $2,~) A C A AI A AX. 
GCD 2 
where 
01 . 41 = Yl v c [rll[All ~2 . $9 = r2 VD [r21[&1 
v:‘.~~+~~.Y~MY,VCVD[~][A] 
r= v==:,v;+v24 fi 4l=AC+2 
A vu’ = Vl A 211 ” N - v’V; A V; w V’V; A rl A r2 
and 
A= gcd(vl,v2,u) A normal(q . &,YI) A normal(v2. $2,~) A C A Al A AZ. 
Analogous inferences were used by Kandri-Rody and Kapur [ 161 for the computation 
of Grobner bases over a Euclidean domain and by Wang [25] for integer module 
reasoning. 
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11. Avoiding variable superpositions 
Variables occurring in certain contexts give rise to a particularly huge number of 
inferences. The most problematic case is that of variables in top positions, like x in 
.r + p M q, where x can contain the maximal term. This happens only if the variable is 
not shielded, that is it doesn’t occur below an uninterpreted function symbol somewhere 
else in C. In this case inferences below x are necessary, namely Sum Contraction 213 
and Isolation 24 inferences. Also, variables immediately below are problematic, as 
x in some subterm v . x. Any productive equation d cj~ E r where 2 <d <c gives rise 
to a superposition inference with such a subterm. In this case there are also many 
inferences with M, in particular with distributivity, which replaces v . x by c _v + r z, 
and with (11) which replaces 2) . x by u’ x and adds a constraint v’ = vu”. 
We now investigate situations where these problems can be avoided or at least 
alleviated somewhat. Let us first consider the general case for unshielded variables at 
the top. We try to eliminate these variables by simplification. As an example consider 
the clause 
Under the assumption that x is the maximal term, it can be simplified to 
In general there remains at most one negative literal where the coefficient c on x is 
the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of the negative literals in the original 
clause. It can be used to reduce all coefficients on x in positive literals, which thus 
become smaller than c. If the GCD is I, x can be eliminated completely. Since x need 
not be maximal, one has to do a case split with respect to x being maximal or not, 
which can be represented by suitable constraints. Note that we cannot simplify clauses 
where x occurs only in positive literals in this way; take for instance 2.x E a V 3.x = b. 
One can carry this further if each equation c. 4 z r can be simplified to an equation 
4 E r’. For instance, for fields this is possible, provided one finds a suitable r’ that 
is smaller than 4. Let us for the moment consider rational coefficients. A suitable 
ordering would be the lexicographic combination of > on the denominator and t on 
the numerator, where denominators are natural numbers 3 1 and fractions are assumed 
to be reduced. The ordering obtained in this way still has all the necessary properties, 
and (I/c) r is smaller than 4 since r is smaller than 4. Since c # 0 there is no 
problem with zero division. So, we are allowed to divide equations by coefficients. 
Hence any negative literal c .x $ r allows one to eliminate x from a clause. 
If additionally we know that all models are infinite, we can eliminate the positive 
part as well. Suppose we are given the clause C = x = rl V V x = r,, V C’, where 
x occurs neither in C’ nor in any ri, which is true in an infinite model I. Then any 
assignment of values in I to variables in C satisfies C. Given any assignment, since 
the model is infinite there exists some value in the model which is distinct from all 
the r, under that assignment. If we assign this to x, leaving other variables unchanged. 
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C’ must be true under that assignment. Since x doesn’t occur in C’, all assignments 
satisfy C’ and we may simplify C to C’. 
Also, if all left-hand sides of rules in RC have the form $ instead of c 4, no 
overlaps with subterms of the form c . x need to be considered. 
Theorem 15. Let T be a theory such that all models of T are injinite and for each 
equation c ’ 4 z Y there exists a T-equivalent equation 4 M r’ such that 4 F Y’. Then 
all variables in top positions can be eliminated. 
12. Relation to previous work 
Boyer and Moore [8] discuss a hierarchical approach, where black-box decision 
methods are used whenever a problem falls entirely into the domain of the built-in 
theory. They argue that this is too rarely the case to achieve a substantial speed-up. 
They propose a tighter integration of the theorem prover and the built-in theory, which 
is what we try to achieve with our approach. 
Bachmair et al. [5] develop a calculus for commutative rings with a unit element. 
They build the calculus on top of the AC-superposition calculus [I], showing that 
AC-superposition inferences with axioms become redundant if instead some inferences 
tailored to rings are made. The proof technique was not strong enough to avoid certain 
shortcomings, namely the explicit representation of the symmetrization and the weaker 
notion of redundancy. 
Ganzinger and Waldmann [14] consider cancellative abelian monoids, which have 
a slightly weaker theory than abelian groups. Since additive inverses are in general 
not available in that theory, they use a notion of rewriting on equations instead of 
terms. 
Marche [ 191 builds a range of theories from AC to commutative rings into equational 
completion. For abelian groups what he calls symmetrization is our notion of M-normal 
form, while the first component of his normalizing pair corresponds to our notion of 
symmetrization. Symmetrizations are added to the set of rules explicitly. In contrast to 
our approach redundancy of certain inferences between symmetrizations is not proved 
beforehand and hence not built into the inference system. Marche doesn’t compute 
inferences below variables; in that case the equation would not be orientable and the 
completion would fail. In contrast, our inference system is refutationally complete, and 
hence unfailing. Also, we are not restricted to equations but allow first-order clauses. 
Wang’s approach [25] is restricted to proving Horn clauses, that is deducing one 
equation from a set of equations. Completeness is shown only for the case without 
uninterpreted function symbols. 
Wertz [26], Bachmair and Ganzinger [l], Nieuwenhuis and Rubio [21], and Vi- 
gneron [24] consider superposition calculi modulo AC, and the last three also use 
constraints. 
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The relation between completion for term rewriting systems, which is the basis of 
our calculus, and Grobner basis algorithms has already been noted by Buchberger and 
Loos [9] and formalized by Biindgen [lo] and Marche [ 191. 
13. Conclusion and further work 
We have presented a refutationally complete superposition calculus for first-order 
theories which contain abelian groups or integer modules as a subtheory. We have 
also shown that certain variables in top positions can be eliminated, which limits the 
applicability of some particularly prolific inferences with built-in axioms. 
We plan to implement the calculus as the next step. This will enable us to compare 
it to a standard superposition calculus as well as to an AC-calculus. It would also be 
interesting to try a plain abelian group calculus that uses no coefficients. At the moment 
it is not clear how useful the representation as an integer module is in practice for 
the general case of abelian groups. Part of our motivation for this approach is that we 
plan to develop calculi for rings and fields, where coefficients should be more useful. 
For instance one would want to use rational coefficients for fields. 
One important part of the implementation work will be the development of a suitable 
constraint solver. Although we have shown that it can work in principle, it is still an 
open question how to handle the constraints in practice. Experiments are also the only 
way to verify whether this elaborate approach can improve over simpler ones. 
The extension of this calculus to commutative rings with 1 reintroduces superposi- 
tions of extensions, since multiplication occurs at the root of left-hand sides of rules. 
This in turn causes transitivity to hold only below certain bounds, as in the AC-case. 
which complicates the completeness proof. Especially in the case of isolation it i:; 
difficult to find proofs that respect that bound. 
Other theories which we plan to treat in the long run are ordered structures, since 
most interesting examples in practice involve inequalities. This will need a combina-. 
tion of ideas from this work and the work on transitive relations by Bachmair and 
Ganzinger [3]. 
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Appendix A. The termination ordering 
When in the following we write c . d 4 we mean c (d . 4). We will construct 
the termination ordering on ground terms as the lexicographic combination of three 
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orderings +t, k-2 and ~3. The main component +t is a variant of the associative 
path ordering (APO) of Bachmair and Plaisted [6] with respect to a precedence of the 
form . . . +p f pp (.) ~~ (+) kp 0. Let D be the convergent term rewriting system 
modulo AC consisting solely of the distributivity rule (lo), and let D(p) be the normal 
form of a term p with respect to D. Let +i be defined such that s +i t if and only if 
D(s) +PO D(t) where *p0 will be defined next. 
We write args+(t) for the multiset of monomials of a sum t after flattening. Formally: 
args+(t) = 1 {t> if root(t) # (+), args+(ti) U args+(tz) if t = tl ft2. 
If t is normalized with respect to distributivity, the multiset A4 = args+(t) has the 
form {cit. ... .CM, .&,...,c,~ . ... ‘C& .&} where &,...,& have neither + nor. 
as their root symbol and iz, ki, . . . , k,, > 0. In the following we will associate a complexity 
c(t) with t based on the multiset M. Let U(t) be the set (4 1 cl . . . ck . cj E M} of 
top-level uninterpreted terms in t; let #(t, 4) be the number of top-level occurrences 
I{i I d)i = 411 of 6 in t; and let cs(t, #) be the multiset U+,=4{cit,. . .,cik,} of the 
coefficients associated with 4 in t. Then we define the complexity c of t to be the 
following multiset of four-tuples: 
c(t) = { (4,#(t, 41, Ics(t, 4>I? cs(t, 4)) I 4 E U(t)). 
That is, each tuple consists of a top-level term with an uninterpreted function symbol at 
the root, the number of occurrences of this term, the number of coefficients on this term 
and the multiset of these coefficients. Since all tuples have distinct first components, 
c(t) is actually a set. We let +c be the lexicographic combination of +, >, > and 
the multiset extension of +z, and kc,+1 the multiset extension of kc. 
Let s = f(.v, . . . ,s,) kpo g(tl , . . , t, ) = t if either (i) si kpO t for some i = 
,. ..,m, (ii) f +p 
tsi,...,s~j +po/ex (r1 
g and s + tj for all j = l,..., n, (iii) f = g @ {(+),(.)} and 
, . . . ,t,), or (iv> f,s E {(+),(.)) and 4s) +c,mul c(t). 
Then +t orients all rules of M and S( I NN r) except distributivity left-to-right. As +2 
we chose some simplification ordering that is AC-compatible and orders distributivity 
in the right direction. Peterson and Stickel [22] provide a suitable ordering based on 
polynomial interpretation. For >3 we use the AC-RPO of Rubio and Nieuwenhuis [23], 
which ensures that the ordering becomes total up to AC. 
Proposition 16. F is a simpliJication ordering that is AC-compatible, total up to AC 
on ground terms, that orients all ground instances of the rules in M from left to 
right, that orients ground equations of the form c . I$ M d’ . 4 + d ’ r, where 4 > r 
and c + d’, from left to right, and that has the multiset property. 
Proof. The only property which is difficult to show is monotonicity of ~1. For it we 
have to show that s +I t implies f (. . . ,s, . . .) ~1 f (. . . , t, . . .) for all terms s and t and 
function symbols f. Let s’ = D(s), t’ = D(t), g = root(s’) and h = root(t’). 
(1) 
(2) 
(2.1) 
(2.1.1) 
(2.1.1.1) 
(2.1.1.2) 
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If f # {(+>,(~>I th en distributivity is not applicable at the root and 
(.. . ,D(s) ,...) +po,lex (. .,D(t),.. .) implies f(. . . ,s,.. .) *I f(, . .,t,.. .). 
Otherwise f E {(+),(.)}. 
We consider first f = (+) and have to show c(D(u + s)) +c,mul c(D(u + t)). 
Let U’ = D(U), then D(u + s) = u’ + s’ and D(u + t) = u’ + t’. 
Suppose g,h E {(+),(,)}. From s +i t we know that c(s’) +c,mul c(t’). That 
is, there exists a tuple (@,#(s’, $), Ics(s’, $)I, cs(s’, 4)) in c(s’) \ c(t’) which 
is greater than all tuples ($,#(t’, $), Jcs(t’, $)I, cs(t’, $)) in c(t’) \ c(d) with 
respect to the lexicographic combination of >, >, > and +z.~~[. 
If C#J + $ and 4 $! U(u’) then (4,#(s’,$), Ics(s’,~$)I,cs(s’,~)) is also in 
C(U’ + s’) \ C(U’ + t’) and greater than all tuples in C(U’ + t’) \ c(u’ + s’). 
If C#I + $ and 4 E U(u’) then 
($,#(u’ + s’, $1, Ics(u’ + s’, qq,cs(u’ + s’, 4,) 
= (4, #(U’> 4) + w, 41,. . J 
*.r (h#(u’, o>, . . .> 
= (c),#(u’ + t’,(fl), Ics(u’ + t’,qq,cs@’ + t’,$)), 
(2.1.1.3) 
(2.1.1.4) 
(2.1.1.5) 
(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
(2.2) 
which is the greatest tuple in C(U’ + t’) \ c(u’ + s’). 
If C$ =*c $ but #(s’, C#J) > #(t’, 4) then #(u’ + s’, 4) > #(u’ + t’, $>. 
If C$ = *c$ and #(s’, 4) = #(t’, 4) but Ics(s’, c$)I > Ics(t’, $)I then 
also ICS(U’ + s’, 4)I > ICS(U’ + t’, $)I. 
If 4 =AC $, #(s’, 4) = #(t’, 41, and IW, $)I = b(t’, 411 but cds’, 4) brnul 
cs(t’, 4) then also CS(U’ + s’, 4) t-~,~~l CS(U’ + t’, 4). 
Now suppose g $ {(+),(.)} and h E {(+),(.>}. Then g +-p h and we have 
case (ii) of the definition of t-,,. s’ will become the first component of a 
tuple in the multiset c(s’+u’) and will dominate all tuples originating from t’, 
since s’ is greater than any subterm of t’. 
Suppose g E {(+),(.)} and h $ {(+),(.)}. Then h +P g and we can only 
have s’ +P0 t’ by case (i) of the definition of +P0. Hence a subterm t$ of 
s’ is greater than or equal to t’. This subterm will become a subterm of the 
first component of a tuple in the multiset and will dominate t’. 
Suppose g, h @ { (+), (.)}. We obtain two multisets, which are equal except 
for one tuple, which has s’ or t’ as its first component. 
Otherwise f = (.). 
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c(Wc. f>> 
= {(WV’, th), IC~(~‘~ h1)l +#(t’, $l>, Nt’, $1) u {c +-+ Wt’, $1 I>), 
. ..) 
($k/, #(t’, $kl>, Ic@‘, +k/ >I + #(t’, @k/h Cdl’, $k! > u {c - #cl’, $k! I})> 
The argument is similar to the previous case. Note that {c H n} denotes a 
multiset consisting of IZ copies of c. 0 
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